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Lighting The Way: Retro Reflective Technology

Most of us are familiar with Retro Reflective technology. It is commonly used in street signs,
bicycle reflectors, and road markings. When a source of light is shined at a retro reflective
object, the reflective properties “bounces” light directly back at the source, resulting in a
brilliant reflection of the light source.
Due to the nature of the retro reflective materials used, it has been impossible to use as a coating
for automotive parts… Until now.
Using a brand new patented coating, CAM is proud to introduce the world’s first Retro
Reflective Stainless Steel License Plate Frame. This high tech powdercoat features tiny glass
microspheres that maximize the reflected light, and enhances the color of the coating.

Extreme visibility - Up to 1,000 feet nighttime reflectiveness.
Automotive grade powdercoat is highly durable - Meeting OEM quality standards.
Powerless illumination – Draws from its environment to give the vehicle retro reflective
illumination without any electronics.
Sustainable manufacturing - No waste and ZERO volatile organic compounds.
Custom color match – Function meets form providing an equally tasteful aesthetic
appearance.
Coinciding with the launch of the electric BMW i vehicles, we debuted this retro reflective finish
in a beautiful custom blue to match and maintain the i Line’s corporate identity. Each lucky
owner of a new BMW i vehicle will receive two retro reflective “Electronaut” license plate frames
to complement their special car.
At this time, this special custom color coating is only available in large quantity lots. To learn
more, please check in with you sales representative regarding this innovative new finish.

Carbon Edition By Mercedes-Benz

Mercedes-Benz has long been a mark synonymous with performance and luxury of the highest
standard. Likewise, carbon fiber composite has quickly garnered worldwide attention for its
versatility, lightweight construction, and handsome trim appearance. Put the two of these

together and you get Mercedes-Benz USA’s new SLK Carbon Edition.
The Carbon Edition is a limited variant of the Mercedes-Benz SLK. Loaded with improvements
inside and out, these include aggressive bumpers, additional air intakes, larger side skirts, and
front and rear diffusers. Fortunately, these exceptional vehicles also sport our custom designed
carbon fiber fender badging to inform the casual observer this is no ordinary Benz.
Screenprinted with UV resistant ink onto genuine carbon fiber material, the Carbon Edition
verbiage is sealed beneath our UV resistant polyurethane doming. The quality manufacturing
processes utilized in the production of these badges resist yellowing for a clear and pristine part
for years to come. We are proud Mercedes-Benz chose Camisasca Automotive to help promote
and commemorate such a prestigious automobile.
As a trusted supplier to 34 international OEMs, we can produce highly durable, beautifully made
custom carbon fiber plaques and badging to meet your needs. For more information on carbon
fiber or badging in other medias, please contact your sales representative.

Datsun Accessories By Nissan

To many who grew up in the 60’s and 70’s, the famed Datsun logo evokes images of classic sports
car styling and performance. Watching 510's race around Summit Point and the Glen, seeing the
iconic 240 and later Z's race around Lime Rock, all bring back some of our earliest memories of
road racing. And it is impossible to forget the racing career of Paul Newman and his Bob Sharp Z's
without seeing the image of the red while and blue Datsun banner.
When Nissan came to us to help design a line of accessories commemorating this brand, we were
honored to be part of its revival. Brands such as Nissan/Datsun with rich heritage and loyal
clientele are uniquely positioned to service their valuable clients with classic inspired accessories.
From Parking-Only Signs to Custom Keytags, our retro-cool accessories will excite any fan of
vintage motoring.
Allow us work with you to produce your line of quality made classic inspired accessories. We
“don’t make them like they used to”, we make them better than they used to.

Memoirs From Monterey 2014

For those of us who passionately operate in the Automotive Industry, we are well aware of the
fantastical sights and sounds to be had every third weekend of August in Monterey CA. The
Festorics are simply an annual must see, a bucket list item if you will, and like all the years
before 2014 did not disappoint. Every year the event grows and every year it offers something
new. From the inaugural Porsche Werks Reunion to the twenty Ferrari Testa Rossa gathered at
Pebble Beach, there’s always something for everyone.
For those of you who recall last year’s Memoirs from Monterey, you’ll be privy to the knowledge
some of us here at Camisasca Automotive make the annual pilgrimage north every August. This
year’s vessel of choice was a pair of BMW M3’s representing the E36 and E46 model years. This
made for a fun little caravan which safely carried us along the 101 freeway six and a half hours to
our destination. Bumpers covered in bugs and blue painters tape, we arrived Monday and settled
in as the storm of cars and enthusiasts prepared to join us in the sleepy town of Carmel.
A very big thank you to all the OEM and personal participants in this year’s Festorics. Your
dedication and generosity brought smiles to our faces and fond memories for years to come.
Thank you.
Below are some chosen pictures from the week’s festivities. Enjoy.

For more information on our line of quality made automotive accessories and parts, please feel
free to contact us at sales@camincusa.com or (800) 295-9450. You may also visit our website at
www.CamIncUSA.com

